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Introduction:  

 Since the discovery and exportation of oil by Kuwait in the mid-1950’s, Kuwait’s 

economy has continued to be overly dependent on its single natural resource. Although it 

has given way to the country’s overnight developmental growth and comprehensive 

welfare system, fluctuating oil prices have consequently effected government revenues 

and emphasized, once again, the importance of economic diversification in the non-oil 

sector. Meanwhile, the world economy has seen major strides and expansion in the past 

decade with the rise of globalization and connectivity. This has led to a new emphasis on 

multidisciplinary approaches that study the interface of between economics, culture, and 

technology; all of which are key contributing factors to the newly conceptualized 

“creative economy”. Drawing on creativity as the intellectual and cultural capital of a 

society, the creative economy believes in the potential for such creative assets to generate 

economic growth and development. Therefore, there is an imperative to better understand 

the relations between creativity, culture, and economics. This paper explores Kuwait’s 

premature yet promising creative economy through fieldwork studies of the Middle 

East’s largest annual creative conference, Nuqat. It also argues the favorable social 

outcomes the adoption of the creative economic model may hold for Kuwait’s creative 

community and society at large. 
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Methodology: 

Research on Kuwait’s creative economy was a combined effort of fieldwork, 

literature review, and most importantly the anthropologists’ conventional knowledge on 

creative platforms in Kuwait in addition to prior fieldwork experience with local artists. 

Collection of theoretical literature and research framework outline began nearly a month 

before Nuqat’s annual creative conference in mid-November and fieldwork data 

collecting was concluded a month after. Fieldwork primarily took place during the 3-day 

Nuqat conference, including other field visits at the Nuqat headquarter and workshop 

locations before and after the conference. Two sets of semi-structured interviews were 

tailored for Nuqat organizers and attendees respectively. The study heavily involved 

participant observation and informal interviewing of regular Nuqat attendees. Finally, the 

content presented at the conference proved increasing critical for reference as well as 

complimentary to interview findings and literature gathered.  

Nuqat and the Creative Economy:  

 Initially coined by British writer and media manager John Howkins in 2001, the 

creative economy continues to be a notion that is difficult to define because of its 

inclusive nature. Only recently has the creative economy gained sufficient research and 

attention to be regarded as a legitimate form of economic revitalization; its adoption by 
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certain countries has already revealed impressive results. Countries as the United 

Kingdom have dedicated government entities as the Department for Culture, Media and 

Sport (DCMS) for the oversight and the expansion of their respective creative industries 

and have experienced notable success. As of 2016, UK creative industries accounted as a 

$103.8 billion industry according to government statistics while growing by a significant 

9% in 2014 alone. In order to more holistically appreciate the global impact and 

significance of the creative economy, I leverage on the pioneering work of UNESCO that 

examines the creative industries as drivers of development and growth beyond the 

monetary sense. Therefore this paper assumes the United Nation’s definition of the 

creative economy that holds cultural industries at the core of this new economic model 

while also including other ‘non-cultural’ domains (otherwise known as creative 

industries) that practice the manifestation of creativity (either by the production of 

creative content, product, or service) under the umbrella of the creative economy 

(UNESCO 2013). Simply defined, the creative economy is based on “creative assets that 

generate economic growth and development” calling on a multidisciplinary approach 

between economics, culture, and technology (UNESCO 2008). There are subsequently 

many classifications to which specific cultural and creative industries fall under the 

creative economy. In consistency with the recognized definition by the United Nations, 

this paper assumes UNESCO’s Institute for Statistics Model to classify the following as 
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core cultural industries: ‘museums, galleries, libraries, performing arts festivals, visual 

arts and crafts, design, publishing, television, radio, film and video, photography, and 

interactive media’ (UNESCO 2013). While creative industries include: ‘musical 

instruments, sound equipment, architecture, advertising, printing equipment, software, 

and audiovisual hardware’ (UNESCO 2013). Although the scope of this paper does not 

encompass the examination of sub-fields of the creative economy, they are listed to 

illustrate the magnitude of this new economy driven by human creativity and ingenuity. 

Moreover, it further demonstrates the characteristic traits assumed by these industries as 

being highly technological, mostly service-oriented, and naturally creatively demanding. 

Thus, since intellectual capital serves as the primary input to these industries, the primary 

mode of profit is through trade and intellectual property rights (UNESCO 2008).  

Key proponents of this argument include urban theorist Richard Florida as 

thoroughly expressed in his influential piece “The Rise of the Creative Class”. Florida 

accounts the creative industries to be increasingly larger components of our modern 

economies explaining “the rise of the Creative Economy is drawing the spheres of 

innovation (technological creativity), business (economic creativity), and culture (artistic 

and cultural creativity) into one another, in more intimate and more powerful 

combinations than ever before” (Florida 201). Furthermore, Florida highlights the social 

and geographical aspects of the creative economy by noting the movement of pools of 
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creatives not to economic centers, but rather creativity-nurturing cities that are culturally 

alive and diverse (Florida 304). This presents an interesting dimension to the creative 

economy that calls for social and physical environments that are conducive to its nature 

and the creative process of its inhabitants. Hence, relations between the creative economy 

and Kuwait City’s urban landscape are also examined throughout this paper. Opponents 

who have written in response to Florida, as urban geographer James Peck, are more 

skeptical of the attractively marketed creative economy and its exploitation of culture for 

economic advancement. Peck argues that Florida’s approach instigates the 

‘[commodification of] the arts and cultural resources… suturing [the creative class] as 

putative economic assets’ (Peck 763). As this paper will further investigate, creativity 

cannot be productive if produced in a creative vacuum. The creative economy calls 

neither for the ‘culturalization of production [nor] economization of culture’ but rather a 

more holistic and integrative approach the supports the creative and educates the end 

consumer on creative value (Pratt 112).  

 Pioneers of this mission in Kuwait are known to be Nuqat. Established in 

2009, Nuqat was initially founded as a design platform by the collaborative efforts of 

Wakim Zeidan, Hessa AlHumaidhi, Sarah AlNafisi, and Dalal AlHalil. Over the years it 

has slowly evolved and expanded its mission to advocating creative education and, most 

recently, studying the creative economy.  Today it is proudly recognized as the Middle 
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East’s largest annual creative conference that hosts lectures and workshops by individuals 

from an array of backgrounds and disciplines under the banner of their carefully curated 

topics and themes.  The conference’s stimulating bilingual lectures, vibrant social 

atmosphere, and free registration attracts a range of local and regional audience members 

from all occupational disciplines. As co-founder Hessa elaborates, “we believe and try to 

advocate is that creativity is an essential part of any society… By investing in creativity 

you are investing in the most valuable resource - the human resource”.  

This year’s conference was centered on ‘The Seventh Sense: Powering the 

Creative Economy’. The ‘seventh sense’ entailed the moment of epiphany upon the 

realization of a new idea, building on last year’s ‘sixth sense’ of intuition. The conference 

aimed at presenting creativity as the new ‘alternative energy’ for developing oil-driven 

economies of the Gulf and Arab World. This new emphasis on creativity will 

subsequently place greater importance on more humanistic approaches in education, 

employment, and areas of policy-making as demonstrated by the experiences of leading 

Arab creatives.   

Kuwait’s Creative Identity and Creative Platforms: 

 Kuwaiti national identity is an intriguing and complex concept comprised of    

deep pride in its rich pre-oil maritime cultural history as well as its current post-oil 
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modern, tech-savvy, and globalized reality. This is best illustrated by Kuwait’s historical 

turning point in the late 1960’s that marked Kuwait as the first Gulf monarchy to widely 

produce and distribute creative content in the Gulf region, successfully creating some of 

the most iconic productions that continue to be engrained in memories of Kuwaitis and 

Gulf Arabs alike. Indeed this spread of cultural and creative content through magazines 

as AlArabi and Majalat Majed, television series as Iftah Ya Simsim (Kuwaiti remake of 

Sesame Street) and countless iconic theater productions had not been paralleled before in 

the region. Yet even before the turn of the 21st century, Kuwait had seen a rapid decline 

and degradation in the quality of its productions, as Kuwait was also no stranger to 

technology and globalization. Research conducted in the mid-1990’s indicates that 

Kuwait assumed one of the highest VCR ownership rates in the world with high 

penetration of foreign media, namely American media (Wheeler 438). This serves as the 

earliest indicator of Kuwait’s switch from local content production to foreign content 

importation, adding a new dimension to Kuwaiti identity as being ‘globally-linked’ and 

consumerist in nature (Wheeler 436).  

 An instrumental role to government involvement and participation in Kuwait’s 

culture and creative scene is the National Council for Culture, Arts, and Letters. Founded 

in 1973, the NCCAL is made up of four organizational components that include the 

Higher Institute for Theatrical Arts, the Higher Institute for Musical Arts, the Kuwaiti 
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Centre for International Theatre, and the Kuwait Central Library. The NCCAL has been 

involved with funding and hosting events that support cultural affairs, fine arts, and 

literary projects, yet their success is highly debatable. Many would argue the NCCAL 

could hardly be considered the face of contemporary Kuwaiti art and creative movements 

in comparison to the youthful and growing private sector. Cuts in funding and outdated 

traditional approaches can be listed as primary reasons to the organization’s stagnation in 

past years, but more so due to the unqualified personnel that run it. Some annual festivals 

held by the NCCAL, as the National Book Fair, date back to as early as 1975 with few 

changes to its organizational style and layout. They are also often highly contentious due 

to increasing censorship policies over the years. Other annual events as the Qurain 

Cultural Festival have been held to support cultural, literary, and artistic expression 

among youth by awarding the State's Encouragement Prize to notable artists and writers.  

Aside from occasional sponsorship of certain local initiatives, the NCCAL is largely out 

of touch with local creative communities. Even in the face of protest and a call for action 

for preservation of cultural and architectural landmarks in Kuwait, the NCCAL 

disappointingly took on passive roles during the demolition of the original Chamber of 

Commerce and Industry building, and shortly now, the Al-Sawaber Complex and Bayt 

AlLothan. 
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So where has Kuwait’s lively creative community been flourishing? It is safe to 

assume that they have been thriving in the shadows of private and dynamic local galleries 

and workspaces. Kuwait holds the largest number of art galleries only second to Dubai, 

but there are also countless new and trendy working spaces, studios, and cafes that have 

reinforced many local creative initiatives. AlMakan, Masaha 13, Reyada, Den Gallery, 

Sirdab Lab, Center of the Arts, Contemporary Art Platform are some of many other small 

local platforms that have hosted classes in art and dance, held film screenings, presented 

exhibitions by emerging Kuwait artists, and offered their spaces for lectures, discussion 

circles, and community engagement. These buzzing and vibrant enterprises were hardly 

existent only 10 years ago as mentioned by Nuqat co-founder Hessa AlHumaidhi. It is 

out of the sheer lack of any creative development programs that Nuqat established itself 

as an annual creative conference and its ethos continues to echo through many of its 

venue partners. As co-founder Wakim Zeidan elaborates, ‘we partner with upcoming 

entities…so they’re part of the ecosystem we tie up together… we don’t need a 

community center, the community is the center.’  

Recent years have marked an interesting reverse of attitudes towards submissive 

importation of creative content and there now is an emerging demand to showcase local 

creative talent. The growing entrepreneurial scene in Kuwait is hugely important in that 

respect, but the widespread availability of technology in addition to the pre-existing tech 
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savvy-ness of Kuwaitis has amplified their presence to online platforms as well, namely 

on social media. Nothing illustrates this better than Kuwait’s regional forefront status in 

fashion. Indeed, Kuwaiti’s are notably very conscious of global fashion trends and the 

local fashion scene works to actively incorporate modern global trends with local style. 

Hence, the main driver of the Kuwaiti fashion market is, unsurprisingly, the local 

community as famously portrayed by Kuwaiti social media influencers. Thus, it is with 

such instances that we view the outcome of the intersecting features of culture, 

technology, and the market economy.  

Exploring the Local and Regional Creative Economy: 

 Research on the global creative economy continues to be an accumulating work in 

progress, but it is especially lacking with respect to the Middle East, and more so Kuwait. 

UNESCO’s recent publication “The First Global Map of Cultural and Creative 

Industries” offers optimistic economic projections of the magnitude of the creative 

industries per continent. Estimated figures for the cultural and creative industry in Africa 

and the Middle East are collectively valued at $58 billion with 2.4 million jobs; and while 

Africa and the Middle East respectively rank last as fourth and fifth globally, both display 

great potential for development by the sheer richness of untapped cultural resources. The 

five highest-ranking cultural and creative industries by annual revenue of 2013 in the 
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Middle East include TV, visual arts, newspapers and magazines, advertising, and books 

(UNESCO 2015). Similarly, job occupation was found highest amongst industries as 

movie, music, TV, visual arts, and books (UNESCO 2015). With countries as the United 

Arab Emirates and Qatar heavily investing in the exhibition industry through large 

museums, as The Louvre Abu Dhabi, Gulf countries are also slowly becoming the new 

center for visual arts.  

  Such regional prospects on the creative economy demonstrate an appealing 

approach for economic diversification and Kuwait has exhibited reasonable interest in 

investing in this area of the non-oil sector. Leading the research on Kuwait’s creative 

economy is the Italian institute Istituto Europeo de Design (IED) in partnership with the 

Kuwait National Fund. Established in 2013, the Kuwait National Fund was founded to 

encourage and sustain economic growth amongst small and medium enterprises (SMEs) 

and facilitate an accommodating entrepreneurship ecosystem through funding and 

development services to Kuwaiti-owned businesses. Its most recent project includes the 

Creative Industries Hub (CI Hub) that not only works to fund and develop businesses 

within creative and cultural industries domain, but also aims to become a focal point for 

the creative ecosystem in Kuwait where all relevant stakeholders, from creatives to 

policy-makers, meet and coordinate. Although research by IED and the Kuwait National 

Fund is still ongoing, some of the latest findings were disclosed at the Nuqat conference 
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and reveal exciting outlooks on the local creative economy.  Creative and cultural 

industries in Kuwait were already found to be one of the strongest and most extensive 

fields in non-oil sector making up 1% of GDP, which is in line with many other 

international countries. Additionally, there exists a vibrant entrepreneurship base in 

Kuwait along with a committed pool of creatives that are responding to the growing 

regional demand for local creative production and design-based innovation. More 

importantly, Kuwait has a rich culture and history with a very modern, globalized identity 

to leverage on and integrate to the Kuwaiti-creative identity and design culture.   

The organic nature on which much of the Kuwaiti creative economy was founded 

on is a promising indicator to the existence of raw, local talent. It is also an opportune 

alternative that may revive Kuwait from its economic stagnation for the past 10 years due 

to its underinvestment in capital infrastructure and excessive spending on welfare 

services as salaries and subsidies. Yet these exciting insights are not to reflect an absence 

of obstacles that impede the growth of the creative economy in Kuwait as shall be 

examined in following sections.   

The Creative Economy and the City:  

Cultural and creative initiatives have further presented the potential to revive 

more than just the economy, but also offer a form of urban regeneration to their physical 
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surroundings. Economist and social scientist, Richard Florida, has dedicated much of his 

research on studying the emerging class of workers termed the ‘Creative Class’ largely in 

the United States. Florida finds that in addition to their positive impact on economic 

development in post-industrial cities, the Creative Class also demonstrate interesting 

patterns in the ‘geography of creativity’. According to Florida, the three T’s of 

Technology, Talent, and Tolerance are necessary to attract creatives and generate 

innovation; he elaborates ‘what they [the Creative Class] look for in communities are 

abundant high-quality experiences, an openness to diversity of all kinds, and above all 

else the opportunity to validate their identities as creative people’ (Florida 2005, 36). 

Kuwaiti urban historian, Farah AlNakib, has more carefully explored this feature 

examining the role of Kuwait City in nurturing the creative economy. The advent of this 

geographical concentration of creative talent dates back to the drafting of Kuwait’s 

earliest master plans. The general objective of urban planning was to guide a shift from 

random growth to calculated planning. In Kuwait’s case, this meant implementing 

functional zoning to the city and it’s surrounding. This modernist approach to planning 

separated business districts from residential ones, motivating a move away from the city 

and towards suburbanization. Moreover, suburbanization led to further fragmentation in 

accordance to socioeconomic status and sociocultural norms of its inhabitants. Thus 

likely making the city dominant of those who had easier access to it. The last statement is 
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a noteworthy assumption to hold when considering the underlying commonalities of 

Kuwaiti youth driving the creative economy and their social backgrounds.    

As AlNakib emphasizes, high regulation of the city and top-down control for 

space can be stifling to creativity and a stimulator of unwanted gentrification that 

decreases the likelihood and affordability of a move back to the city. This is also 

applicable to the regulation of public space, as gardens and pedestrian sidewalks, and the 

constraining laws around permitted commercial activities and gatherings. Furthermore, 

the city is significantly important in its capacity to facilitate spontaneous social 

interaction that nourishes creativity. This need for autonomy from state-imposed 

regulation and the desire for experimentation can explain the attraction of creative 

initiatives towards less regulated and less obvious corners of urban space. As expressed 

in the avant-garde performance of Kuwaiti multi-media artist Zahed Sultan at Nuqat, 

what the creative economy is in need of is ‘not buildings, but spaces… not hierarchy, but 

community… not apartments, but networks… not history, but proactivity’. In other 

words, to be put simply, it is ‘not the institution’.  

Thus in order for a city as Kuwait City to become conducive to creativity, it is 

important to accommodate these small initiatives that reinvigorate the city from the 

bottom-up and relieve them from the inhibitions of urban planning. This is especially true 
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to Kuwait as it is constantly lagging in the application of its 5-year master plans and 

exists in a continuous state of policy-planning and partial execution. 

Obstacles to Accommodating the Creative Economy: 

 As with strategies to urban planning, several government policies, principally 

those regarding censorship laws and intellectual property right, have proven impeding to 

the production and distribution of creative content and services. Constitutionally 

recognized as an Islamic state, Kuwait identifies certain topic areas as highly sensitive 

and subject to stringent policies, especially those that pertain to sexuality, religion, and 

politics. The representation of these areas of concern is governed through the coordinated 

efforts of Kuwait’s Ministry of Islamic Affairs, Ministry of Information, and Ministry of 

Commerce. The administration of such domains is often in manifested in some form of 

censorship law that bans sensitive content that is challenging to the religious or 

nationalistic ideology of the state. Creatives naturally do not withhold their frustrations 

over hindrances to their creative process and this, in turn, has revealed many inhibiting 

flaws in government policies that lack justified reasoning and coherent supervision.  

Shurouq Amin, Kuwait-Syrian mixed-media interdisciplinary artist, is a renowned artist 

and academic who has showcased her artwork internationally which provocatively 

challenges Middle Eastern taboos and misogyny through visual art. Her 2012 showcase 
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of “It’s A Man’s World” at Kuwait’s Contemporary Art Platform was closed within three 

hours of opening by authorities from the Ministry of Commerce claiming the artwork to 

be ‘pornographic’ and ‘anti-Islamic’ (Fernandes, 2016).  Regardless of the disappointing 

setback, Amin attempted a second exhibition at the Contemporary Art Platform 

showcasing her broadly themed piece “It’s A Mad World” in April of 2016. The 

exhibition management took careful precaution the second time around implementing 

strict rules against photographing of the display and entertaining visitors in small, 

supervise-able batches into the gallery. Similarly, the experiences of Kuwaiti novelist and 

International Prize winner for Arabic Fiction, Saud AlSanousi, tells an unrewarding story 

of creative inhibition and unreasonable censorship. Although his award-winning piece, 

The Bamboo Stalk, has received significant international and local recognition and praise, 

its remake into a TV series was confronted with many setbacks. The Ministry of 

Information requested the rewriting of certain scenarios that ideally did not reflect the 

racist and xenophobic attitudes of Kuwaitis towards expats and often halted production 

entirely when changes were not met. 

This presents a frustrating example over the controversy of selective censorship 

that is pervasive in many of Kuwait’s forums of creative production. The approval of 

derogatory and offensive theatrical plays, as those directed by the infamous Kuwaiti actor 

and comedian Tariq AlAli, and the banning of socially insightful and thought-provoking 
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publications as previously cited by AlSanousi are tribute to the poor regulation and 

discriminatory policies that deliberately hinder creative expression at uncalculated costs. 

Moreover, problematic areas also include those concerning intellectual property rights 

that govern and protect the expression of creativity. Procedures to obtaining patents, 

trademarks, and copyright protection to objects of intellectual property, as reported by 

creatives, are extensively long, unclear in instruction, and often expensive to maintain.  

Thus constructing a vulnerable and exposed climate for creative thought to be plagiarized 

and abused.   

The Social and Cultural Dimensions of the Creative Economy: 

 The creative economy has surely gained attention for its economic significance 

and profitable prospects, but what are its social implications? To answer this, I review my 

findings on Kuwait’s creative economy and highlight the key social aspects it is likely to 

inspire. The UNCTAD report on the creative economy in 2010 states, “[the] major social 

impact of the creative industries is their contribution to employment,” yet I argue that 

there are far more profound social impacts that can be seen on a grassroots level, 

especially with respect to its impact on Kuwait. Firstly, it is important to recall that this 

economy is primarily founded on small and medium enterprises by young Kuwaitis and 

thus holds authentic cultural roots and direct social impact. The creative economy has 
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grown by this collaborative attitude of local initiatives partnering with one another in 

addition to smaller creative communities. Entrepreneurship as a foundation to the creative 

economy is a powerful quality that increases its sustainability as well as democratizes the 

economy by making entrepreneurs rightful stakeholders. Indeed, as highlighted by vice 

chairmen of the Kuwait National Fund, Abdulaziz AlLoughani, state cabinets and 

ministers are reshuffled every four years in government, whereas entrepreneurs hold 

much further vision to the future and are in fact the ‘real game changers’ regarding such 

matters. In reference to the work of AlNakib, the revitalization of the city by these 

mushrooming small business enterprises has also led to the democratization of public 

space and encouraged more spontaneous social interaction. The growing interest and 

participation in pedestrianism within the city is a prime example of this trend that 

nurtures creativity. The business-dominated city of Kuwait serves as a neutral ground for 

social encounters that would otherwise be less likely in the ethnically oriented quarters of 

suburbia. It would, of course, be naïve to overlook the ethnic majority that dominates the 

city, that is, urban-dwelling Hadhar as opposed to tribal Bedouins. This, as previously 

mentioned, is largely due to the differences in accessibility to the city. So while an 

imbalanced demographic may exist in the city where social encounters take place, it 

continues to be a progressive step forward in breaking class and gender barriers within 

ethnic circles. Secondly, the creative economy is intriguing in that it is a ‘socialized’ 
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concept that reinforces many social values for the sake of its prosperity. As articulated by 

Pratt, “the city is a ‘high-touch’ environment whereby ill-defined and fuzzy knowledges 

are exchanged- it is a varied informational field within which actors negotiate and filter, 

and produce, knowledge in a very uncertain wider environment” (115). In line with the 

notion of creativity itself, the creative economy promotes openness, tolerance and 

acceptance of ideas and others for its expansion. At the grassroots, the creative economy 

calls for social inclusion and celebrates diversity to power ingenuity and growth. It also 

plays an important role in fostering social cohesion amongst communities and building 

social capital by engaging them in community life. A distinguished example of this in 

Kuwait is the Secret Garden located in the heart of the nationally diverse district of 

Salmiya. The community has built itself around the collaborative maintenance and 

upkeep of the garden through weekly gardening sessions as well as hosting occasional 

open-air markets. Famously referred to as “Shakshooka Market”, the anticipated outdoor 

event hosts local upcoming businesses as vendors and live music, while offering ample 

room for seating and socialization. Finally, a significant feature of the creative economy 

that is not to be overlooked is its catalytic role in balancing gender percentages within the 

creative workforce. Women typically outnumber men in creative disciplines such as fine 

arts and fashion, which in turn has now made their creative skill a more important asset to 

their employability. This is true of Kuwait’s reality yet it is seen more prominently in 
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other developing countries. Moreover, principles upheld by initiatives as Nuqat sustain 

that creativity is an innate human quality deeming everyone part of the creative 

community. It is through such mediums that the value of culture and creativity may be 

advocated beyond the monetary sense and the overall perception held towards them 

ultimately altered.  

 Cultural dimensions are equally significant in that they offer economic value to 

cultural activities and reinforce meanings of a collective identity (Glăveanu 2010). Even 

with it’s recent strides in developing a creative economy, Kuwait continues to be lacking 

in the area of nation-branding and the formation of a cohesive creative-identity that 

makes it marketable to international platforms and markets. Additionally, the creative 

economy, backed by the forces of globalization, promotes new values of cultural 

diversity to be factored in its development. The creative economy also encourages active 

cultural participation as articulated by Glăveanu, “to participate in culture means both to 

engage with existing cultural elements and to contribute to their transformation, both key 

processes of creative expression… culture is vital for the existence of creativity and 

creativity is vital for the existence of culture” (62). Glăveanu portrays a co-dependent 

relationship between culture and creativity to illustrate that creative expression is in fact a 

form of cultural expression.  
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Policy Towards Kuwait’s Creative Economy:   

  An underlining pattern in the success of the creative economy is effective 

regulation and facilitation between sectors to create a cohesive ecosystem that functions 

as an integrated system. We learn that effective regulation does not necessarily mean an 

increase in policies regarding the creative economy, but rather a liberating freedom from 

top-down power and control.  As in the case of urban planning, creative initiatives are 

drawn to the less popular corners of Kuwait City for their less zoned and less money-

driven qualities supporting them with the freedom to experiment (AlNakib).  Policies on 

commercial licensing, as expressed by interviewed entrepreneurs, are a major 

impediment that restricts creative endeavors. According to commercial laws in Kuwait as 

of January of 2016, a commercial license may only be obtained if a physical location for 

that business exists in addition to that business being situated in a commercial zoned area 

(Ministry of Commerce, 2016). This law in itself basically regards all online commercial 

platforms as illegal (if no physical office location is involved) as well as holding startup 

home businesses as illegitimate. Kuwaiti home businesses are low-budget enterprises that 

rely on social media platforms, primarily Instagram, to conduct business. Their exclusive 

presence online does not qualify them for licensing or protection in the event of a 

business fraud concerning money or intellectual property rights. It becomes apparent here 

that the lag in technological development and the rules that govern it has costly 
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consequences on the growth of the creative economy. As mentioned by Emirati 

Chairwoman of the Media Zone Authority-Abu Dhabi, Noura AlKaabi, the Arab world is 

not late to technology, but rather its regulation of it. Furthermore, categorizations within 

licensing are also highly inconvenient in that they limit licensing to a single category per 

venue. That is, businesses are prohibited from engaging in multiple commercial activities 

within the same venue, as say, offering gym membership services and selling food and 

beverages within the same gym as well. The restriction on multipurpose businesses 

prevents them from translating their creativity onto various lines of business. It is 

ultimately a large hindrance to building a vibrant design culture.  

 This points to a broader critical issue that is the relationship between public and 

private sectors. It is a crucial factor in building a nurturing ecosystem that will legitimize 

creative endeavors and help further develop them. Branches as, but not limited to, the 

Ministry of Youth, National Council for Culture, Arts and Letters, and the Kuwait 

National Foundation for small and medium enterprises are principle governmental 

organizations that need to facilitate such relationships with grassroots creative 

communities to provide financial, legal, and public support. Such efforts call for strategy 

coordination amongst various government sectors assuming the of role key facilitators to 

this economy. Additionally, the role of governments extends beyond national boarders as 

they attempt entering the global market by leveraging on their creative industries. 
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Creative products, of course, distinguish themselves from other commodities sold on the 

global market by their symbolic meaning that expresses a cultural identity unique to its 

country of origin.  

 Finally, education is certainly an important aspect that cannot be overlooked when 

discussing policy resolutions. Local institutions of higher education in fine arts, interior 

design, fashion design and music are limited to programs offered by Kuwait University 

and the National Council for Culture, Arts, and Letters. Greater investment in higher 

education majors pertaining to creative disciplines is expected in order to build the 

appropriate infrastructure needed for the anticipated job market.  

Conclusion: 

 As this paper has explored, Kuwait’s creative economy is holds inspiring potential 

given the growth it has experienced even with minimal governmental support. The 

collaborative spirit amongst the existing creative communities and small business 

enterprises has organically brought about a thriving creative economy driven by a young 

and committed creative community. Powered technology and the forces of globalization, 

the creative economy has offered democratic means for unparalleled social change and 

cultural revival in Kuwait.
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Title: First Encounter 
Location: Panasonic Tower, Kuwait City 
Time: 1:30 P.M. – 3:00 P.M.  
Date of observation: Sunday - October 16, 2016 
Date of write up: Monday - October 17, 2016 
Ethnographer: Hind AlKhatrash 
Media: Handwritten notes 
 

Context:  

 After having contacted one of Nuqat’s co-founder Hessa AlHumaidhi by phone, a 
visit was scheduled to their office headquarters. As the conference date approaches, I was 
informed that meetings as this will continue to be harder to arrange and so I’ve decided to 
make use of any such opportunities regardless how short the meeting time may be. I 
arrived to the office location to discover that the space also doubled as the office to Raw 
Design Studios. I was seated in the glass room meeting area as I awaited co-founders 
Hessa AlHumaidhi and Wakim Zeidan to arrive.  

 

Interior Space: 

 I found the office to be much smaller than I anticipated it to be. I would roughly 
estimate it to be about 20 square meters. It’s two floor-to-ceiling windows invite plenty 
of sunlight and expose a beautiful seaside view. In it’s center a few offices are cluttered 
together operated by Indian employees. A hidden corridor leads to another part of the 
office I have yet not explored during this visit. The meeting room I was invited to stay in 
was at the right-hand corner of the office with closed off with two glass walls and a large 
wooden table with streaks of neon color in the middle of the room. Raw elements were 
consistent throughout the office space mainly relying on wood and concrete for the 
design interior.  

 

Meeting Hessa and Wakim:  

I sat on the right-hand side of the table alongside Hessa with Wakim adjacent to 
us on the head of the table. It was agreed that the most logical approach would be to 
begin the discussion with Nuqat’s history; most of which aligned with what I had read 
earlier from previous interviews they’ve conducted. It began in 2009 when Wakim, of 
Lebanese origin but working in Kuwait at the time, had made his visit to a creative 
conference in Cannes. He was stunned to find no Arab artists or artwork featured, even 
the elaborately translated brochures that came in all languages, including Hebrew, did not 
have Arabic translations. He returned to Kuwait with greater disappointment by the lack 
of creative development programs available. That is when he took matters into his own 
hands and started a small consortium featuring 3 speakers and organizing 3 workshops 
called Nuqat A’ala AlHuroof – translating to “dots on the (Arabic) letters”. The theme 
had been Arabic branding, language and creative writing. Hessa and her friend and 
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colleague, Sarah AlNafisi, heard of the conference and decided to sign up. Both Wakim 
and Hessa were stunned to find 80 had attended; this was their earliest indicator that the 
creative community in Kuwait not only had interest, but potential as well. 2009 marked 
the first collaboration between the four current co-founders of Nuqat; Wakim, Hessa, 
Sarah, and Dalal AlHalil. Nuqat now caters to an audience wider than English-speaking 
creatives, but nonetheless hold the same objectives in mind: “we believe and try to 
advocate is that creativity is an essential part of any society, arts and culture and it should 
be given its due importance as it infiltrates into all industries. By investing in creativity 
you are investing in the most valuable resource - the human resource” 

The discussion later transitioned to what goes behind planning an event and the 
theme to this year’s event. The event is composed of 28 speakers and 16 hours worth of 
workshops all within a week’s span. Planning commences the week following the last 
day of the previous conference, totaling to a year of preparation. Each year presents its 
own new challenges by selecting a theme and curating speakers with ideas that contribute 
to that theme. It’s a long and strenuous process finding speakers of Arab origin with 
expertise and experiences in different fields of knowledge, but it’s a network that has 
slowly grown with every year. This year’s topic of discussion will be “Powering the 
Creative Economy” in tune with the recent rise and flourishing of small businesses with 
new concepts in Kuwait. It is agreeable that the creative economy is very understudied 
and overlooked in this part of the world and Nuqat have become pioneers in this field 
simply by selecting this theme. International organizations as UNESCO and The World 
Bank have been invited to the conference for its research potential; nothing can yet be 
said about confirmed attendance.   

  Another reason such a theme was selected was to serve as a grand finale to 
Nuqat’s creative conferences until further notice. Although Nuqat have been sponsored 
by numerous private companies as well as the Ministry of Youth recently, the costs to 
organizing such a conference of this size and caliber are simply not sustainable. There are 
only two full-time employees at Nuqat that receive modest salaries and the rest of the 
team are basically volunteers that balance Nuqat and their full-time jobs. Tickets were 
initially sold at KD 30 for 3 days worth of lectures alone, but that was later subsidized by 
the Ministry of Youth and now entry fees are free. Financial advisors on the Nuqat team 
estimate the tickets to a single day’s worth of lectures any where else in the world would 
round to KD +300; finding a compromise between Nuqat’s vision and ethos and the 
financial reality of it all has been a nightmare for the organizing team. It is said that there 
has been a noticeable change in the conference attendees after more Arabic lectures were 
incorporated, wider diversity of activities introduced (namely inviting ‘hip’ food 
vendors), and doing away with the obstacle of payment. Those who would have not 
typically been encouraged to come or had their reservations as it whether they belonged 
in such groups now had a reason to feel less intimidated. That of course has come at 
detrimental financial costs. It is obvious to see that Nuqat certainly does not hold 
monetary goals in mind, but it’s worth pointing out here the lack of association of value 
with knowledge- and the monetary value of knowledge - the discrepancy between what 
the attendees hold appropriate and the actual finances of it.  Hence, seeing as this will be 
the final conference for a while, it was decided that it was best to assess where the 
creative economy in the Arab region and Kuwait now stands. The first day of the 
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conference will be defining the creative economy; the second day will look at how to best 
cultivate creativity; and the third day will explore the future of the creative economy. 

 An hour and a half later, I could sense the meeting was coming to a close. Hessa 
walked me to the office door with encouraging comments on how my own project may 
be a helpful contribution to Nuqat by documenting Nuqat’s impact on Kuwaiti society 
and its creative community. I walked away comforted by the plethora of information I’ll 
be able to find during the conference in the event that such meetings in the future become 
difficult to arrange.  

Summary Analysis:  

 A history of Nuqat’s establishment would be most useful by illustrating 
challenges faced by the organization when dealing with policy and funding in addition to 
working against the conservative cultural current. A aspect worth looking at from its 
audience’s angle is how are Nuqat’s knowledge services (i.e. lectures and workshops) 
valued? Why is there this resentment against paying for such an event? Interesting venues 
worth exploring also include what attendees take away from conferences and what they 
think of the content? Most importantly, do they attend for the conference or the social 
atmosphere that it simulates? Is it attended for networking motives or to ‘see and be 
seen’?  

Seeing that the conference lectures will cover much of the theoretical portion of 
this paper, the content will be presented alongside the literature when defining the 
creative industry and its scope in Kuwait. Hence, the fieldwork will largely take place out 
of the conference arena during social hours where attendees may be randomly 
approached for brief interview; longer interviews may then be scheduled with those who 
show greater interest in participation.  
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Title: Nuqat Conference - Day 1 “What is the Creative Economy?” 

Location: Amricani Cultural Centre - Dar al-Athar al-Islamiyyah, Gulf Street, Kuwait  

Time: 10:00 A.M. – 6:30 P.M. 

Date of observation: Thursday - November 10, 2016 

Date of write up:  Thursday - November 10, 2016  

Ethnographer: Hind Al Khatrash 

Media: Handwritten notes, Photos 

 

Context: 

It’s Thursday morning and I’m mentally preparing myself for a very long day on 
the field. Lectures are expected to end 5:45 p.m. making my time on the field nearly 9 
hours long. I hope I run into friends to help relieve the stress of this long day, but I’m 
excited to finally get to work. I’ll be missing my 3:30 class this afternoon which I guess 
is also good. I’m early and seeing from the number of cars in the parking lot, it’s rather 
impressive that this many people are able to make it on a Thursday during working 
hours.    

 

Outdoor Layout: 

The Nuqat conference takes place in the same location it has assumed for the past 
several years, at the Americani Cultural Center [Figure 5 & 6]. The Center offers the 
conference a spacious outdoor area as well as a well designed and facilitated auditorium 
that houses what can be estimated as 200-300 listeners at a time [Figure 7]. The outdoor 
area is equipped with specially designed seating areas created through Nuqat 
collaborations with local architects and designers. This year’s design was inspired by the 
“Khanadiq” or trenches to create a sensory experience in theme with the conference’s 
emphasis on the “seventh sense” [Figure 1]. The “Social Trenches”, as they have come to 
be named by the designers, is made out of piles of gunny sacks bound together stuffed 
with sand and recycled sponge, they are arranged in a vertical line alongside a long 
wooden community table [Figure 3 & 4]. The idea behind the “Social Trench”, as listed 
in the Nuqat catalog, is for it to “be viewed in a social aspect, where the sand bag walls 
are used as space definers not space dividers”. Alongside both ends of the seating area 
and table are the food kiosks that consistent mostly of trendy local restaurants as Urban 
Cafe, AlMakan, Cluck’s, Chili Pepper, etc.  A pop-up store heads one end of the table, 
while a large screen projecting the lecture going on indoors heads the other end. An art 
instillation and a small table set up by the Sound Social is set up next to the screen 
[Figure 2]. Shading is provided by draped fabric above. The space is infectiously social 
and buzzing throughout the day. The space is limited when taking into account how little 
space is left to walk around in when the whole setup is taken into account, but the variety 
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of activities and the binding features like the community table create an inclusive public 
space that encourages interaction. The socially-inciting features of the space should not 
be owned to the space design alone. As I shall later examine with interviews with 
attendees, Nuqat exudes a far more subtle sense of comfort and “approachable-ness” that 
is celebrated by attendees.  

Greeted by volunteers at the main entrance, I am handed a badge and canvas bag 
loaded with sponsor giveaways. I make my way to the auditorium for the first talks of the 
day. The venue is relatively quiet, which is understandable as it is yet Thursday morning. 
Neighbors to the Americani Cultural Museum are a church school I always seem to 
forget. They are engaged in some festivity that makes their presence heard through the 
sound of their loud speakers. I seat myself indoors as the opening speech commences by 
the Under Secretary of the Ministry of State for Youth Affairs, Al-Zain AlSabah.  

 

Speaker- Hussa AlHumadhi: 

Another opening speech is given by Nuqat co-founder Hussa AlHumadhi in 
Arabic- (it is noteworthy that a majority of talks today have been largely Arabic the 
whole conference). She addresses the audience as the creative education community and 
runs through a quick history of Nuqat’s conferences the past 7 years. Since it’s 
establishment in 2009, Nuqat has held 7 conferences, hosted 250 speakers, organized 75 
workshops, to an audience of over +7,000 individuals from 24 countries. It now proudly 
stands as one of the largest creative conferences in the Arab region. As a non-profit, 
Nuqat has dedicated its mission to spreading and embodying creative education approach 
through  interactive and interdisciplinary learning with an ultimate aim of creating a 
productive and positive society. She continues to describe our current reality of being an 
over dependent community; dependent on oil and consumption of goods from developed 
countries. When in fact oil should serve as no more than a vehicle to development. She 
stresses that a focus is needed to be made on human capital and the human mind’s 
capacity to be creative, as creativity is ‘the art of thinking’. Creativity thus demands for 
acceptance and a broadening of boundaries. This outlook is then contrasted with a view 
of our current education systems that are resultant of the Industrial Age and the rise of 
systematized education that has shattered the importance of finding one’s passion, basic 
life skills, craftsmanship, interacting with nature, teamwork, and self-perception.  

 

This has ultimately led to the poor regard held for jobs in the arts and culture 
leaving the creative economy, especially in the Arab world, largely overlooked. Indeed, 
there is very little work done on the creative economy in the Arab World, the UNDP 
2013 document of nearly 200 pages makes mention of the Arab region’s creative 
economy in a mere page and a half. Thus Nuqat has taken on the mission of starting 
discussion on ‘Powering the Creative Economy’ today as we move out of the Information 
Age and into the Creative era. This year’s theme, ‘the seventh sense’ refers to the Eureka 
moment that drives creative production. It builds off of last year’s theme of ‘the sixth 
sense’ referring to intuition. Concluding her moving speech Hussa announces a major 
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turning point Nuqat has now reached. In effort to better explore the creative economy in 
the Arab world, Nuqat will no longer hold its annual conferences in Kuwait, but will 
assemble much smaller conferences abroad thus becoming a mobile hub that engages 
with creatives regionally on a grassroots level. This conference sets itself apart from 
previous conferences as its content is not prepared or even known for it to be presented, 
rather, the content is to be manifested through the curated talks of this 3-day conference.  

As will become apparent in the following notes, not all speakers have been 
featured, only those with topics relevant to the topic and objectives of the research. 
Mentioned speakers are included with brief summations of main takeaways from their 
talks. 

 

Speaker- Dr. Munir Fasheh- “Our Duty to Learn is Greater than Our Duty to 
Study”:  

 Dr. Fasheh holds a PhD in Education from Harvard University, he has founded 
the Arab Education Forum and is a passionate advocate for formal and informal learning. 
In retrospect, Dr. Fasheh is truly one of the most moving speakers of the day. His 
position on cherishing the child by doing away with grades, rewards, and punishments, is 
further supported by his proposition of allowing intuitive learning instead. To Dr. Fasheh, 
creativity is not a value but a medium that should be used. He condemns the titles and 
exaggerated social approval given to individuals with scholarly degrees to which 
individuals pride themselves for being slaves to a corrupt education system, namely 
himself. He refers to Thomas Babington Macaulay, a British colonizer, as being amongst 
the earliest efforts to systemize education in India and the Arab world by inciting disdain 
for native languages, promoting foreign education, and overall Westernization. Dr. 
Fasheh then points to historic examples native to the region in a once prosperous Islamic 
era like Bayt AlHikmah, or House of Wisdom, in Baghdad, Iraq. A major intellectual 
center in from the 9th to 13th century that practiced “intellectual hospitality” like no other 
from scholars and learners of all different backgrounds. An example of what it will take 
to progress into the creative era and approaches to creative education.  

 

Speaker- Sultan AlQassimi- “Defining the Gulf’s Creative Economy”:  

 

 AlQassimi is an accomplished Emirati columnist and founder of Barjeel Art 
Foundation that contributes to intellectual development of the art scene in the Arab 
region. His talk begins with the a review of the most iconic examples of culture 
exportation in the Arab world beginning as far back as 1958, primarily starting in Kuwait 
with such productions as the magazines AlArabi and Majalat Majed , T.V. shows as 
Fitah Ya Simsim [an Arabic remake of Sesame Street], Kuwaiti Theatre productions, etc. 
Some such examples continue to resonate as Sha’ir AlMalyon [The Millionare Poet] a 
show watched with the equivalent excitement as American Idol in the United States. 
Many cultural centers are also underway in the region as the highly anticipated Louvre in 
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Abu Dhabi, Qatar’s Cultural Center, and most recently completed, Kuwait’s Cultural 
Center.  

 And while matters may appear to be heading in the right direction, that does not 
mean critical problem areas can be overlooked. The most problematic areas include 
intellectual property- getting patents issued is a hassle, patent office website does not 
have Arabic translations, takes over one year to be issued, and is expensive; censorship- 
another impeding obstacle to which varies from state to state;  GDP- is immeasurable for 
the creative economy in the Arab world, thus less attention and importance paid to it.  

 

Speaker- Dr. Farah AlNakib- “Back to the City: Restoring and Sustaining 
Creativity in the Urban Landscape”:  

  

 The conference ends with a concluding lecture by Dr. Farah AlNakib. With 
reference to her publication “Kuwait Transformed”, Dr. Nakib explores the advent effects 
of oil and urban planning of the 1950’s on social relations and the role of the city in 
nurturing the creative economy. She review’s Kuwait’s modernization scheme to include 
cradle to grave welfare and master planning to replace the old port which was carried out 
with functional zoning and subsequently led to suburbanization and thus sociocultural 
zoning. She defines creativity to be social activities involved in inventing and reinventing 
ourselves in creative ways and recreate our everyday lives. This sharply contrasts 
modernist planning which is often stifling to creativity and highly rational with an 
emphasis on social order and less emphasis on pedestrianism (but rather private car). This 
regulation (functional zoning) makes little space for spontaneous interactions and 
encounters that nourish creativity (references Fakhery Shehab’s work on the social 
impact of oil). After oil, it became much easier to import than to create and produce 
things locally. The ease by which things could be acquired led to the decline in the 
creative economy. Today we see a glimmer of hope in the rapidly mushrooming 
businesses and activities that no longer come from the same “pampered generation” and a 
move back to the city. How can a city nurture creativity? It is often a state-led initiative 
of building museums and cultural centers, thus very top-down driven, involves a lot of 
gentrification, and in turn drives up real-estate. How can urban centers be conducive to 
creativity? This can be achieved by freedom from over planning and top-down control for 
space. In order for the creative economy to flourish, our city must be able to flourish 
without state control to encourage experimentation and social interaction. This explains 
way creative initiatives are drawn to the less regulated, less zoned, less money-driven 
spaces- the “less-obvious” spaces of urban space. Community activities as the Secret 
Garden and Basta face challenges of using public land for their activities, especially when 
commercial activities are involved. Places like the Secret Garden challenge the status-quo 
to say that the status-quo does not work anymore. These organic community and cultural 
centers (e.g. Bayt AlLothan) are being lost to malls that are stifling creativity. Why 
should the city be more accommodating and less regulating? Firstly, these spaces are key 
for small businesses to thrive. Secondly, these small initiatives in turn reinvigorate the 
city from the bottom-up. Thirdly, there is an important social dimension to consider that 
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is local entrepreneurs democratize public space and foster social encounters and greater 
social interaction that may hopefully be able to reverse the negative effects of urban 
planning of the last 50 years.  

 Reclaiming the city as ‘turf’ can be a dangerous outcome, but when public space 
is made open to all for volunteering and introduce interaction, it becomes productive. It is 
true that these initiatives are not entirely non-classist, yes they are initiated by elitist often 
times, but even that brings people from their background out of their privatized world and 
into a more collective community.  

 

Attendees:  

 I take a break from the lectures shortly after 2:00. I find myself having paid 
attention far to attentively earlier to pace my attention span for the rest of the day. I 
decided to head out to the “Social Trenches” to observe attendees a bit better. I first 
notice that the crowd is slightly smaller in size than typical of past conferences. I realize 
it’s still Thursday and working hours may still be resuming for most. I then learn that 
Nuqat have introduced live streaming of the event through their website, this can also be 
a reason behind the absence of more attendees. But what is also noticeable is the much 
more diverse and international audience Nuqat has managed to bring in this year- a 
comment many of the organizers themselves agree with. The majority are largely non-
Kuwaiti Arabs some who appear to be residents in Kuwait others who have travelled for 
the weekend. They largely include Lebanese, Palestinians, Emiratis, and Saudis. Yet even 
with the blend of national and ethnic backgrounds, some similarities are still 
generalizable in that most are fluent English speakers and the way they present 
themselves. 

 The crowd is a blend of casually, yet stylishly dressed individuals and 
traditionally dressed ones. They range from wanting to stand out or playing it entirely 
safe with their attire and settling for a dishdasha or abaya. To many, their appearance 
implies they are comfortable with their surroundings enough to play it a little risque with 
such things as tattoos deliberately on display, choice of hair color, facial hair or no facial 
hair, and physical contact when greeting. This level of comfort is reflective of  how 
attendees perceive Nuqat to be a non-judgemental atmosphere. Though I have yet to find 
some to make mention of this verbally, I personally feel there is an active effort to 
achieve a physical representation that reflects that one is part of the creative community.  

 Lectures enjoy a big audience from the attendees while the social life outside by 
the “Social Trenches” is always buzzing. The conversations involve a lot of reuniting 
with old friends as well as networking for business ventures and introducing creatives to 
each other. It is surprisingly empty of politics (complaints of legal struggles or the fact 
the Trump won presidency two days ago).  
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Summary Analysis:  

 Looking back at the how the topics addressed the creative economy, I feel that 
much of it was done skirting around the topic rather than head on addressing it. It’s 
probably something I’ll have to turn to the literature as they cannot be blamed for the lack 
of research and presence of the creative economy in the Arab world. Farah’s talk has 
given me much to think about, primarily that regulation, and the need for less of it, is so 
critical to the creative economy. Furthermore, this project of exploring the creative 
economy over the next few years has taken Nuqat from being a platform to a movement.  
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Pictures:  

Figure 2 “Khandaq” Social Trenches design with food kiosks 
on either side and display screen at the end. 

Figure 3 The Sound Social booth and design instillation to the 
left of the screen. 

Figure 1 Gunnysacks pile 
design. 

Figure 4 Lunch and networking at the Social Trenches during 
lunch hour break. 
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Figure 5 Exterior design of Nuqat conference at Dar AlAthar 
– AlAmericani Cultural Center. 

Figure 6 Walkway into Nuqat venue at Dar AlAthar- 
AlAmericani Cultural Center. 

Figure 7 Interior of lecture auditorium accommodating a full 
house audience for H.E. Noura AlKaabi talk. 
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Title: Nuqat Conference - Day 2 “Cultivating the Creative Economy” 

Location: Amricani Cultural Centre - Dar al-Athar al-Islamiyyah, Gulf Street, Kuwait  

Time: 1:00 P.M. – 7:00 P.M. 

Date of observation: Friday - November 11, 2016 

Date of write up:  Saturday - November 12, 2016  

Ethnographer: Hind Al Khatrash 

Media: Handwritten notes, Photos 

 

Context: 

 Today’s conference has started a little later in the afternoon due to Friday prayers. 
I’m thankful for shorter hours on the field as yesterday was quite draining. There is also a 
pretty interesting line up of speakers and discussion panels to look forward to, though 
none really tackle the creative economy per se, it’ll give me chance to get started on 
conducting informal interviews with the attendees.  

 

Discussion Panel: “What if Arabic Content Disappears?”  

The panel is an interesting mix of young directors and magazine editors. It begins 
with a quick overlook of the actual available Arabic content. There are 4 million Arab 
users online, but only 4% of the content online is actually Arabic. The first panelist is 
Ma’n Abu Taleb, he is the founding editor of Ma3azif, the first Arabic music magazine. 
The magazine was founded out of the severe lack of any magazine that reviewed Arabic 
musical content, in Arabic. The only music magazines prior to his were overly 
informative and dry or those that wrote moral critiques on the song’s lyrics with no 
appreciation to the artist or music itself. The second panelist is Yaroub Bourhama, is a 
Kuwaiti film director and activist, he is responsible for many successful media 
productions and documentaries. To him, it is necessary that the representation of Arabic 
content include an element of “entertainment” as well as something very culturally native 
to it. He looks to international standards of entertainment to send across “local” 
messages. He ultimately believes that language is meant for communication regardless of 
what shape it chooses to take on (Arabish). Jassim AlQames is the editor and co-founder 
of Manshoor.com an online publication with the intent to “effect positive change in Arab 
socities through focusing on social and cultural narratives that chronicle what it means to 
be a young Arab in the world”. The publication is based in Egypt with a team of writers 
but also accepts contributions. The publication was triggered by the Arab Spring, more 
importantly it is written in simple Arabic to engage readers of all levels. AlQames goes 
on to say that youth make up 75% of the Arab world yet traditional news coverage is 
addressed to a much older audience.  Thus, the target audience are those who are read to 
shatter  the misconceptions of authority. The simple language and the personified 
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character and voice of the written piece is believed to hold greater impact than the 
traditional, cold, rigid, grammar-obeying formal publication. The discussion was most 
interesting in revealing the interesting projects of the panelists. The discussion did also 
digress for a while on a debate on preservation of the Arabic language itself rather than 
just content. There was a sharp opposition between the moderator and panelists on the 
degree to which the Arabic language should be preserved exactly the way it is (with the 
obsessive emphasis on grammar and sentence). The panelists found that sincere, genuine 
expression is the ultimate goal of the Arabic language no matter what shape it takes on, 
furthermore, many of today’s modern terms and inventions require that they be 
pronounced in English as no Arabic translation is readily available or accurate. The 
moderator, on the other hand, passionately defended a more authentic version of Arabic. 

 

Performance Talk- Zahed Sultan “The Institute of the Future”: 

 Zahed Sultan is a young Kuwaiti multi-media artist and social entrepreneur he is 
the founder of El Boutique Cultural Group (EBCG) a multidisciplinary organization 
dedicated to social development and creativity. He presented what can vaguely be 
described as a performance talk which I still struggle in describing. The stage lights were 
dimmed, three individuals (Zahed amongst them) appear dressed in all black attire 
wearing black crow masks with long beaks. The get into position behind what looks like 
a beats maker and sound mixer. They begin a slow and gradual accumulation of beats and 
sounds that come across to the inexperienced ear as gloomy, dark, electronic, and well, 
weird. Zahed then approaches the microphone mid-performance and begins to deliver his 
talk while the sounds are still playing in a automated, computer-like voice. He mimics the 
iPhone’s Siri at times, poses rhetorical questions, and mocks materialistic culture. I take 
note from a segment of this speech: 

  Not curriculum, but discourse 

Not buildings, but spaces 

Not hierarchy, but community 

Not apartments, but networks 

Not history, but proactivity 

Not the institution.   

Paired with the title of his talk, one can assume the Zahed refers to the future to be 
a dystopian one if no change is to come about. His half-hour performance does not hold 
on to the attention of everyone as few found it appealing enough to sit through entirely.  

 

Discussion Panel: “Does Passion Need a License? Censorship & IP” 
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The censorship panel was yet another heated highlight event that attracted a large 
audience. The panelists included Aisha Salem, an intellectual property attache for MENA 
U.S. Department of Commerence; the always passionate literary rebel Bothayna AlEssa; 
film producer and publisher Intisar AlAli; and Saudi Arabia’s Sofana Dahla, a lawyer and 
activist responsible for founding many creative incubators in Saudi Arabia. The talk 
begins by tackling the topic head first with outlining the taboos that are often censored 
and frowned down upon, namely: sexulaity, religion, and politics. Bothayna comments: 
“Writing exists to incite and reveal anxieties”. Sofana speaks of her experience as a 
lawyer and the intellectual property cases she encounters explaining the ongoing pattern 
she finds in most of them to be that creatives often sign off to contracts they do not have 
the patience to read nor the financial literacy capacity to understand. She proposes to first 
improve financial literacy (as done by her initiative Tashkeel) and offers a post-conflict 
solution to attempt mediation between the two parties to reconcile and cooperatively 
collaborate. She explains, “the protection of property rights is important, but educating 
the society [on financial literacy, patent laws, etc.] is necessary”. A clarification is made 
by Aisha that Copyright Protection is the protection of the individual expression of the 
idea, not the idea itself. Copyright does not mean censorship. Copyright is a personal 
property right that society can benefit from. Differences also exist among patent and 
trademark.  

Through the collaborative effort of the Ministry of Islamic Affairs, Ministry of 
Information, and Ministry of Commerce much of the attempts on censorship can be 
achieved tailored to the nationalistic ideology of the state of Kuwait. An additional point 
of frustration arises when the controversy over selective censorship in new media, books, 
and productions is mentioned. It is ultimately agreed that it is out of ignorance and 
laziness of the supervisor. Aisha concludes with brief mention of Kuwait’s newly 
amended copyright laws.   

 

Speaker- Ma’n Abu Taleb “A Sense of Rhythm”: 

 Though Abu Taleb’s talk can be found to have little relevance to the wider scope 
of this topic, I personally enjoyed his talk drawing parallels between the worlds of music 
and sports and their demand for one to have a sense of rhythm in order to master them. 
Rhythm is innate within us and merges past, present, and future simultaneously- it can in 
fact translate as something quite philosophical. 

 

Informal Interviews: 

 I take a break from the next few speakers to return to the “Social Trenches” to 
conduct some informal interviews. I start off by approaching familiar acquaintances and 
occasionally being introduced to their circle of friends. I have my interview questions 
with me printed and sandwiched between the pages of my notebook- I deliberately kept 
the questions short and few. The way I imagined it in my head was that I would be able to 
pull the interviewee to the side and have a quick sit-down interview, but only one was 
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actually achieved that way. The rest had to be done on the spot incorporated into the 
conversation without even referencing my notebook as to not intimidate the interviewee. 
I digested their answers and then quickly wrote them out once they left. I’ve included a 
summary of their answers below: 

A lot of overlapping answers yet some stood noteworthy remarks stood out. The majority 
were students or new graduates, the all agree for the Nuqat setting to be unique and 
incomparable to any other event in Kuwait. Really enjoy the social atmosphere although 
lectures are also highly anticipated.  

“Anyone who comes to Nuqat is here to learn”  

“It [Nuqat] shows Kuwait is progressing looking into the future, innovative, power of 
youth” 

Couch Session- Saoud AlSanousi “Taking Action to Find Inspiration”: 

 The night ended with an astonishing close by yet another very heated session on 
stage. Saoud AlSanousi, a Kuwaiti writer and columnist most widely known for his 
award-winning novel “The Bamboo Stalk”, took the stage by storm when the interviewer 
beside him began to delve into questioning reasons behind the banning of AlSanousi’s 
latest novel “Mother Hessa’s Mice”. The boldly and tastefully discusses the sectarian and 
ethnic realities of Kuwaiti society through the lense of an unnamed Hadhari protagonist 
who is friends and neighbors with a Bedouin and Shiite. The book switches by chapter 
between the reality of Kuwaiti society in the 1980’s (when the protagonist was a child) 
and into the dystopian future of Kuwait in 2020 when utter chaos takes place due to a 
civil war. AlSanousi consumed the audience with his hour-long rant on the ridiculous 
accusations against his book by the Ministry of Information, their unresponsiveness and 
incompetence, and utter lack of support for upcoming writers. He stated “I don’t care for 
their support, that’s a long gone dream, I just want them to leave me alone”. He goes into 
detail on some horrific experiences trying to get answers for why his book was banned. 
By law, all Kuwaiti publications are by default approved until proven necessary for 
censorship; AlSanousi’s publication lasted one day on the shelves of bookstores before 
being taken down. The waited 3 months for the Ministry to give him an answer only to be 
told that it contained “inappropriate content”. An employee suggested that he can file a 
complaint to have his book re-examined, but found that no one in the department, not 
even their supervisor, knew how to do so. When he asked of where will all his 
confiscated books go, he was told by the employee that they would be burned by the 
Ministry’s ferince. The audience, myself included, didn’t know whether to laugh or cry at 
this point. AlSanousi poured his rage onto the stage without holding back. The beauty of 
all of this as I came to learn shortly after the talk (as confirmed by Hessa) is that because 
Nuqat has chosen to turn down the Ministry of Youth’s petty sponsorship money this 
year, this content can actually be uploaded online without any restriction.  

 

Summary Analysis:  
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 Ironically, although today’s sub-theme was suppose to be “Cultivating the 
Creative Economy” we learned through the heated panel discussions and couch session 
that we are not only far from cultivating anything creative but government policies 
actually inhibit it strongly. This points out a very critical aspect to be taken into 
consideration for this project. Through the study of policies, we can understand what the 
perimeters of the creative economy are.  

 It can also be concluded that perhaps the Nuqat audience are not the ones who 
need to hear this. Many of today’s talks felt like preaching to the choir, the audience 
seemed to understand and relate to the frustrations of the speakers. They cheered several 
times throughout every talk when daring and expressive statements were made. It doesn’t 
appear that today’s talks were curated to deliberately be this way; it was a very fortunate 
turn of events. 
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Title: Nuqat Conference - Day 3 “The Future of the Creative Economy” 

Location: Amricani Cultural Centre - Dar al-Athar al-Islamiyyah, Gulf Street, Kuwait  

Time: 10:00 A.M. – 6:30 P.M. 

Date of observation: Saturday - November 12, 2016 

Date of write up:  Sunday - November 13, 2016  

Ethnographer: Hind Al Khatrash 

Media: Handwritten notes 

 

Context: 

 It’s the final day of the conference, I am relieved but also saddened by the ending 
of the conference that has given me much inspiration to write on. I am excited for Noura 
AlKaabi’s talk this afternoon and the last few talks are concluding talks which means I 
can somewhat take off my anthropologist hat early and just enjoy the show towards the 
end. I’ll see if I can get anymore informal interviews in during lunch, if not, it shouldn’t 
be a problem as I think the answers are more or less all the same for most.  

 

Discussion Panel: “Strengthening the Creative Industry in Kuwait” 

 I can’t remember what exactly compelled me to turn on my recorder for this 
lecture, but I am infinitely thankful that I did. The two star panelists included Abdulaziz 
AlLoughani, vice chairman of Kuwait National Fund (KNF) for SME’s and Simona 
Maccagnani from the Istituto Europeo de Design (IED). Maccagnani is a head researcher 
at IED who has been working collaboratively with KNF to study the creative economy in 
Kuwait. The research is only several months underway but Maccagnani has already 
arrived at many interesting results. I hope to have the recorded discussion transcribed 
soon so that it may be referenced, here are some main takeaways: 

 IED’s market research reveals creative industries in Kuwait are an extensive 
sector. 

 There is an extremely lively and committed entrepreneurship based. 

 The creative industry makes up 1% of the GDP in the non-oil sector. 

 There is a demand in the MENA region for design based innovation. 

Kuwait’s creative industries should leverage on their own industries instead of 
the  international scene. 
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Some international challenges exist as well as local ones. Kuwaiti talent does not 
get sufficient exposure to the international scene and suffers from poor dialogue 
between sectors. Although Kuwait presents interesting initiatives that support the 
value of the creative industry, it is yet to develop a coherent ecosystem. 
Improvements are needed in policy making, leveraging the Kuwaiti identity, 
promotion of Kuwaiti talents internationally, and offering higher education 
opportunities.  

The Kuwait National Fund very recently established the CI Hub (Creative 
Industries Hub) that incubates Kuwait start-ups as well as helps develop them 
further. This shows promising progression in the right direction. 

 

I followed both speakers as they left the stage and out to the food kiosks to thank them 
for their talk and see if it would be possible to get hold of the research document to 
reference. Maccagnani explained that the research was still underway and so there was 
nothing she could share or disclose yet, but offered me her business card to get in touch 
with her should I have any questions. She also recommended that I look to UNACT for 
better reference on what is meant on the scope of the creative economy. 

 

Transcription - Discussion Panel: “Strengthening the Creative Industry in Kuwait” 

 

Tony Elias: World Bank representative and moderator 

Simona Maccagnani: Istituto Europeo de Design 

Phillepo: Lattanzio Advisory 

Abdulaziz AlLoughani: Kuwait National Fund 

*STARTS* 

TONY: THOSE WHO HAVE BEEN FOLLOWING THE NATIONAL FUND IN THE 
RECENT TIMES, YOU HAVE HOPEFULLY NOTICED THAT IN THE NATIONAL 
FUND STRATEGY, CREATIVE INDUSTRIES HAVE BEEN MENTIONED. IN MY 
DISCUSSION WITH THOSE FROM THE NATIONAL FUND IT BECAME CLEAR 
THAT THERE ISNT MUCH INDFORMATION ON THE CREATIVE INDUSTRIES 
IN KUWAIT SO IT IS VERY IMPORTANT FOR THE NATIONAL FUND TO LOOK 
INTO SOME OF THE DETAILS OF WHAT CAN BE DONE FOR THE CREATIVE 
INDUSTRIES, WHAT ARE THE CREATIVE INDUSTRIES OVERALL, AND AS 
ONE OF THE VERY FIRST STEPS THEY’VE DECIDED TO BRING IN A THIRD 
PARTY, RESEARCHERS FROM ITALY, AND ACTUALLY STARTED STUDYING 
THE CREATIVE INDUSTRIES A BIT BETTER AND WHAT COULD BE DONE. 
SIMONA HAS BEEN LEADING THIS MARKET RESEARCH EFFORT… WOULD 
YOU TELL US A LITTLE BIT ON THE MARKET RESEARCH AND ALSO SOME 
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OF THE KEY FINDINGS, SOME OF THE MOST INTERESTING THINGS YOU 
HAVE FOUND OUT? 

Simona: “It has been an extremely interesting 6 months, the research has given us 
opportunity to meet creatives and creative industries in Kuwait and its actually quite an 
extensive sector. I think that the main findings… the key, lets say the key issues were 
understanding if the creative industries in Kuwait can really provide or can be a driver for 
the economy of the country and for job creation. So starting from this we set our market 
research which was based on in-field activities here and in Kuwait, we had the 
opportunity of speaking and meeting with many of the creatives and I must say I have to 
thank them because they were very passionate about sharing their views and their 
experience in the country from both local but also an international perspective. And then 
of course we had some more literature based studies, the three main aspects which I 
would like to point out is that there is an extremely lively and active entrepreneurship 
base here in Kuwait and very committed pool of creators. The base is here and its active 
and the creative industry in Kuwait is already one of the strongest non-oil sectors in the 
country which is very interesting, it is approximately 1% of the GDP which is exactly in 
line with out countries, we talk about the GDA its almost comparable with hotel and 
restaurant its actually quite an interesting base to start from. Another issue from the 
international panel as well as the interviewees we had with local creatives and 
entrepreneurs relating to their creativity, there is a demand in the MENA region and its 
growing, [a demand] for creativity, for design-based innovation as we were mentioning 
before. The final aspect, which, coming from an Italian background, really was also very 
interesting for me, I think it’s also a touch point between our two cultures, is the Kuwaiti 
identity, the Kuwaiti-creative identity, which is definitely something the creative 
industries should leverage on. Its an asset, it’s a differentiation, it’s a very important 
variable, compared to the international scene, these are the three main aspects which I 
would say emerged from our research and which will then of course guide us in 
understanding the challenges which are currently present in Kuwait. Some of them are 
international challenges of course, when you talk about creative industries, you always 
have to consider the international knowledge so you start from local-cultural, local-
heritage, its always a dialogue between cultures, it a dialogue between residents. Creative 
industries have this interesting thing which is they not only work amongst themselves, so 
within different sectors, but that they support other sectors as they interact with other 
sectors. So we have started to understand the challenges which can be compared to both 
the general ecosystem but also within the supply-chain there are specific challenges 
depending on the stage of the supply chain, and from there you know we’ll see…” 

TONY: I THINK YOU MENTIONED TWO VERY IMPORTANT CONCEPTS HERE, 
THE ECOSYSTEM AND THE SUPPLY-CHAIN, SO I’D BE INTERESTED IN 
UNDERSTANDING WHAT YOU MEAN BY ECOSYSTEM IN THE KUWAITI 
CONTEXT AND THE SAME THING ABOUT THE SUPPLY-CHAIN WERE THERE 
ANY IMPORTANT FINDINGS WITHIN THESE TWO IMPORTANT TOPICS? 

Simona: Sure, well the ecosystem is the context in which the links and the relationships 
between all of the stakeholders within the creative industry and not only act. I would also 
like to say something that came out in one of the interviews; ‘there can’t be a successful 
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business if there isn’t a working ecosystem’. We don’t live in a bubble, everything is 
connected, so one of the main things is to work together between all stakeholders from 
the public to the private involve the local creative communities, which as we mentioned 
are actually very strong, but also work together with cultural institutions, higher 
education, universities, and the businesses to create an ecosystem that can support, 
nurture, and enhance the creative business and innovation that lies between. So the 
ecosystem is more of the circular nature of the creative industries, the supply-chain is 
more of in the linear stages. So you have the arrival of the creators, which is actually the 
role of higher education, which is to ‘create’ the creators or support the creators, then you 
have the creators outside, so those who make cultural creative content, because which is 
also very interesting for us because you talk about tangible and the intangible, so you’re 
talking about products, but you’re also talking about services… Then we have the 
producers, and then we have the broadcasters. I think its…who creates, who then 
supports the creative thought or tangible/intangible product/idea, then there is the making 
of the end product or service, and then it’s actually delivering it to the end consumer and 
then you have the end consumer. Today, the end consumer is part of the process because 
of the co-participation design, collaboration design and I think generally one aspect that 
puts everything together is the design culture that is behind the creative industry, it is not 
only aesthetics, its not only the end product, but it is the circular aspects of it. 

TONY: HOW ABOUT ANY CRITICAL ISSUES CONCERNING THE CREATIVE 
INDUTRIES HERE IN KUWAIT, DID THE RESEARCH REVEAL ANY CRITICAL 
ISSUES TO KEEP IN MIND? 

Simona: I think the main challenge is that there are many interesting initiatives, we’re in 
one right now [Nuqat], supporting the ongoing dialogue of the financial and economical, 
not only social, value of the creative industries, but its not all linked together. So the main 
issue perhaps with the ecosystem is not yet functioning as an integrated system. So you 
have elements that are very strong and very positive, they somehow need to find, more 
coordinated- and this means a bit from policy making supporting the creative industries 
to leveraging on the Kuwaiti identity to promoting internationally so not only local 
creative industries- but with the ecosystem I would say these are the main issues, higher 
education of course, I come from a design school so of course this is one of the topics 
that I am very attached to. Higher education is very important because I we mentioned 
before it supports the creation of creators but it also supports the system, the research, 
which is fundamental and also maintaining skills after higher education and so forth. 

TONY: SO BEFORE I JUMP TO PHILLIPO, ONE MORE QUESTION, SO YOU GOT 
ALL OF THESE INSIGHTS OUT OF THE MARKET RESEARCH, WHAT TYPE OF 
SUGGESTIONS WOULD YOU RECOMMEND, HOW DO WE MOVE FORWARD 
TO CREATE THAT ECOSYSTEM IN KUWAIT? 

Simona: Well the first thing is to work creative networking and work as a whole to 
promote the creative industry so all the stakeholders, as I said before- from private to 
public, another issue which I think is very important, again going back to the Italian 
experience is, branding Kuwait. Kuwait has emerged as a country which is deeply 
recognized for its cultural value, maybe from its golden age or early pre-oil stage, as 
some of the interviewers mentioned- both international and national, its an element that is 
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perceived very very strongly through the culture and the dialogue which was open with 
other cultures as well, the heritage, the handcrafts which is part of the Kuwaiti history but 
also it’s the up-to-date-ness which Kuwait has. I mean they’re very attentive to trends, to 
technology, to what is happening. These elements can really help support the brand of 
Kuwait, also towards an international audience. International experts need to come to 
Kuwait, but also Kuwaiti talents need to reach the international platform, they need to 
become a voice to be heard. Raising the skills, going back to the design culture we were 
mentioning before, design thinking- we tend to speak about entrepreneurship a lot, there 
is entrepreneurship of course, some elements are common to any business and then 
there’s creative entrepreneurship and that’s something different. Because you need to 
have the culture of design and as we were mentioning before, its human-centered, etc. So 
we need to also consider the creative aspects which is not ‘I can make a nice drawing’, 
but it’s the methodological process that makes you create something. Those are just two 
of the topics. Raising awareness, maybe this is one of the topics which I kind of caught 
from the Nuqat conference, I hope the Nuqat team will agree with me or if not correct 
me, which is make the people and the stakeholders around the creative industries aware 
of the financial, economical value and potential power within the economy and the social 
value as well. So not only branding the country and getting exposure, but its also creating 
a culture that supports the understanding of the value of creativity. These are some of the 
possible solutions of course. Some are very long term if you think about the identity of 
Kuwait, of course who better than the Kuwaiti talents to do so. I think our role in the 
dialogue and the people we’ve had and the stakeholders is to bring the Italian experience, 
which is of course Italian design which always had an interactive conversation with 
international designers if we think about our golden age of design, but its also very 
related to an international [inaudible] literature which means the cultural and spiritual 
value of a country. We have to work on that and then export that, so somethings are very 
long term and some are quite fast like enhancing technical training skills, culture of 
design, development, legal – there was actually a panel yesterday on the policies and 
intellectual rights- so there can be many different aspects that can be touched upon quite 
fast from the legal to the actual creative aspects. You have to build an ecosystem, you 
don’t build it overnight, the good thing in Kuwait is that the elements are here and there 
is an incredible energy, I mean I really have to say this, coming from Italy and for me, its 
amazing, I was really excited to speak to creatives and to have the same language and the 
same passion, so its all there, they just need to…” 

TONY: SPEAKING OF SHORT-TERM TRAINING, SOME OF THAT IS 
REFLECTED IN THE WORKSHOP CENTERS SUPPORTED BY THE NATIONAL 
FUND HERE IN NUQAT, BUT THEN THERE’S ALSO ANOTHER ELEMENT BY 
THE NATIONAL FUND, NAMELY THE CI-HUB STRUCTURE, TELL US MORE 
ABOUT SOME OF THE STEPS THAT SIMONE JUST MENTIONED, WHAT IS THE 
CREATIVE INDUSTRIES HUB? 

Phillepo: Thank you Tony. Well the CI-Hub by the National Fund is to develop this 
ecosystem, this creative ecosystem in Kuwait and support to existing or potential 
entrepreneurs that want to succeed within this sector. I will underline three main elements 
to it; the first is that the CI-Hub will a service provider by the center that offers services 
to entrepreneurs relative to the creative industries sector, ranging from enhancing 
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business skills, through workshops but also coaching, mentorship, connecting with a 
network of expertise local or international depending on the industry. The second element 
is that the CI-Hub will be a physical space where people can meet and network, with 
office spaces, coworking spaces, laboratories to test and develop. And the third element is 
that the CI-Hub will become the focal point of the creative ecosystem in Kuwait engaging 
all the relevant stakeholders in Kuwait, from cultural associations to academia and 
contributing to policy coordination. 

TONY: SO THAT’S SORT OF A WAY TO BUILD ON THE ‘HIDDEN 
OPPORTUNITY’ OF THE CREATIVE INDUSTRIES IN KUWAIT. AND AS 
SIMONA MENTIONED YOU DON’T DO EVERYTHING OVERNIGHT, SO YOU 
NEED TO START FROM SOMEWHERE, SO WHAT ARE THE FIRST STEPS THAT 
CI-HUB DOES HERE IN KUWAIT? 

Phillepo: Well we design a set of programs for existing or new SME’s these programs 
run in batches, we are right now starting our first pilot batch program and we have a short 
video that to give a fast-idea. *shows promo video* 

TONY: SO I SEE THE APPLICATION DEADLINE IS NOW, CAN YOU TALK 
ABOUT THE ELIGIBILITY CRITERIA PLEASE. 

Phillepo: Yes as you can see the application opened two days ago and we see we have an 
online platform. The eligibility criteria is being a Kuwaiti citizen, over 21 years of age, 
and having the idea of being an entrepreneur the application is open to individuals or 
teams or to existing SME’s with no more than two years of experience. The application 
form is to simply describe yourself and your project you can also upload videos or 
powerpoint presentations, anything that you think is going to be important. The 
application process will end December the 8th after the date. The evaluation will be 
focused on four main elements; quality of the team, does the business fit to the creative 
industries, the market and competitors, and creativity and innovation… 

Simona: I just wanted to add to what you said which, we know in the creative industries 
that if it’s a creator than its an individual, but more often than not you will need to work 
in a team afterwards. As we mentioned before its not a one-man band, this is just to say 
you can be a creative individual, but if you work with competences which can be very 
complimentary to one another…working in a team is very important as a result generally 
speaking not only related to the program itself. The idea of the program is to have 
international experts but also local experts, so as we were mentioning before it’s a 
dialogue between cultures and competences so we have international mentors as well as 
local mentors. 

TONY: *BEGINS TO ENTERTAIN QUESTIONS FROM THE AUDIENCE* 

Hind: This question is for Simona, first of all I’d like to thank you for your talk, its very 
insightful and inspirational to hear that the creative industries here are as big as you say 
they are. My first question is how do you define the scope of the creative economy? 
Secondly, to what degree would you say the unaccommodating policies in place are due 
to generational gaps between the authorities and creatives in charge? 
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Simona: It’s not necessarily a generation gap as much as its an understanding of the 
social and economic value of what the creative industries are. And definitions of the 
creative industries are sometimes tricky as you yourself have mentioned. So for the 
market research we stood by the UNACT, the UN definition of it which includes cultural 
and creative, so you have design, media, fashion, cinema, music, performance, so its very 
comprehensive. As we mentioned before, well the initiative that is guiding this panel, is 
showing exactly that, there is an understanding that the creative industries are there and 
quite strong in Kuwait as to raise awareness at all levels. It’s not a matter only of public 
and private but I think its also a matter of different sectors involved understanding the 
value of creative industries and working on the links and connections, I think that’s one 
of the main issues. So within a supply chain, how do creators manage to have their 
products and services understood, brought into the market, distributed, how do they get to 
the end consumer? Because in the end also the end consumer needs to understand the 
value of the creative product, because it’s a circular process. I think my personal 
background it’s a matter of design culture and I think many things have been done 
towards that and I think it needs to gain more strength and more opportunities like this for 
us to discuss and have different stakeholders discussing, it all starts from having an open 
dialogue and then from there create the links and connections. 

Abdulaziz: Let me see a show of hands of how many have been discouraged from 
starting a business for not having the exact license and the exact activities? So licensing 
is never actually a hurdle, if you’re an entrepreneur, you’d always find a way around it. I 
was one of the founders of Talabat and up until 2013 there wasn’t even a license for it 
here in Kuwait, but that never prevented us from not doing. More importantly is 
understanding the thinking process of the government, which is the generation gap you 
highlight. I can definitely give you comfort that the program we have come up with our 
partners was primarily designed by practitioners like yourself. Make no mistake that 
Nuqat was a huge part in the design of this program. I would rather focus on the 
takeaways of the program and not worry about license and finance, we’ll take care of 
that. We come from a school of thought that believes in build, learn, measure. We’re 
learning with every cohort we take on and going back to the drawing board factoring in 
your feedback.  

*END* 

 

Discussion Panel: “The Technology Industry Driving the Economy” 

 For purposes of convenience, I have decided to combine the talks of  Nolan 
Bushnell and Noura AlKaabi to what they reiterated when participating in the discussion 
panel later in the day.  

Noura is the chairwoman of TwoFour54 (formally known as the Media Zone Authority), 
a government entity that works to facilitate the production of creative Arabic media 
content by exceptional youth. TwoFour54 creates an healthy, cohesive ecosystem for 
creative production to flourish. They are confident in the belief that creative “content” is 
here and plentiful but there are lacking “content making” resources. As she puts it, “we 
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have story telling, but not story making”. Nolan Bushnell is the co-founder of Atari, the 
father of the video game industry. His talk was replete with images of a future where 
technology has penetrated in every corner of our lives. This will undoubtedly lead to the 
loss of jobs of millions but will in turn offer them different jobs that are more holistic and 
have a social end product. AlKaabi comments on this saying, “we are killing the job of 
the authority who enjoys the power of signing papers” It is agreed in the discussion panel 
that the creative era is approaching and one has the option to ride wave or be crushed by 
it. We, in the Arab world, are not late to technology but rather its regulation with many 
gray areas in policy surrounding it. The role of the state is important in catalysing and 
facilitating the right ecosystem. This is unfortunate as state cabinets and ministers hardly 
hold a position for four years, whereas entrepreneurs hold a much further vision into the 
future and thus are the real game changers. “Entrepreneurship democratizes our 
economy, there is no monopoly over government organized sectors.” Investment begins 
through the people with such things as quality education, the outcomes of which are not 
measurable, but it is this invisible infrastructure that is most crucial. TwoFour54, as 
government entity, helps gets creative initiatives going primarily because laws and 
regulations that govern the process are clearly stated and understood from the get-go. The 
laws and regulations are meant to enable the creative process rather than hinder it, the 
creative can pursue their project with no interference from authorities.  

 Aziz AlLoughani, representing KNF, points out that this is what the National 
Fund has come around to doing. Though they aren’t expected to cut any red tape, he, as a 
former founder of Talabat.com, describes that entrepreneurs should not have red tape be 
an obstacle. Talabat spent its first 3 years operating unlicensed as online food delivery 
services were yet to be incorporated to the system. He promises that KNF will work with 
such businesses that lay in a legal gray area and get them licensed.  

 

Summary Analysis: 

 Today’s talks and discussion panels highlighted the importance of regulation of 
the creative industry in order for it to thrive, with TwoFour54 as a prime example as to 
how far the creative industry may grow to be if government cooperation is facilitated. It 
is also an area we are severely lacking in Kuwait. As mentioned in my question to 
Maccagnini during the Q&A session, Kuwait is slow to adapt itself to the rapidly 
growing industry and is forming regulations fast enough to keep up with it, such as with 
food trucks, that are still considered unlicensed entities and businesses because they lay 
in a gray area.  
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Title: Interview with Nuqat Organizers 

Location:  Saud Al-Nasser Kuwaiti Diplomatic Institute, Sharq, Kuwait 

Time: 3:00 P.M. – 5:00 P.M. 

Date of observation: Monday - November 14, 2016 

Date of write up:  Tuesday - November 15, 2016  

Ethnographer: Hind Al Khatrash 

Media: Handwritten notes 

 

Context:  

In accordance to our last agreed date, I contacted Hessa earlier that morning to 
confirm our meeting for more intimate interview with the organizers. The team is finally 
catching some down time after the conference and is taking on a more passive role 
overlooking the workshops being conducted in eight different locations. We agreed to 
meet at the Saud Al-Nasser Kuwaiti Diplomatic Institute where some of the workshops 
were being held. I arrived to find the organizing and media team lounging in the outdoor 
courtyard casually conversing, calmly enjoying the beautiful weather. Several sponsoring 
food vendors are on premises as well. Workshops are in session indoors. I am greeted by 
Hessa and I spend some time getting exchanging small talk with those present while we 
wait for Wakim to arrive. We isolated ourselves from the crowd by sitting on the other 
end of the courtyard. The following is a transcription of the interview: 

 

*INTERVIEW BEGINS* 

 

HIND: I’D FIRST LIKE TO START WITH ASKING ABOUT THE SOCIAL 
TRENCHES DESIGN YOU HAD THIS YEAR, IS THE DESIGN GIVEN A LOT OF 
THOUGHT BEFORE HAND OR DO YOU JUST LEAVE IT TO THE ARCHITECT 
OR DESIGN TEAM IN CHARGE? WHAT KIND OF GOALS DO YOU HAVE TO 
ENGAGE THE AUDIENCE WITH THEIR SURRONDING? 

Wakim: I didn’t have much to do with the concept, but the way we typically handle it is 
by putting a lot of trust in the designer. Then Sara, Sara AlNafisi, who handles everything 
regarding the visual identity of Nuqat, worked with them to deliver that right from the 
beginning. The reason why the chose it is because sand, in turn, taps into all five senses. 
From the touch, to the sound, smell of it or even the taste and they took that as the core 
element to build the whole set up. The idea of the trenches is that you are already in a war 
zone so they’re trying to take something that resembles something negative and put it in a 
positive context.  
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Hessa: And now when we think about it also… what Nuqat is doing in its strive for 
change, there is this sense of revolution… 

Wakim: A thought revolution. 

Hessa: A thought revolution, but instead of it being violent, its intellectual. A good 
example is a theme we had in 2013 which was executing culture shock, it was at the peak 
of the Arab Spring and all revolutions were bloody eventually so we chose intentionally 
that topic which is culture shock and took that topic and highlighted all positive aspects 
all positive change- because we don’t think by bloody revolution things will change. The 
revolutions happened and nothing positive came out of them, if anything, people are in 
more trouble now. The approach is always to create that positive change and positive 
transformation. 

HIND: IN THE THEME? 

Wakim: In everything. 

HIND: FOR A WHILE YOU’VE KIND OF ASSUMED THE AMERICANI 
CULTURAL CENTER AS YOUR HUB, IS IT STRATEGICALLY THOUGHT OF 
THAT WAY? 

Wakim: Purely logistical to be honest, it’s the only space that had history, that was well 
equipped, and had the perfect layout to really manage an event of this size.  

Hessa: And also, like what we’re doing with the Diplomatic Center, five years ago when 
we did it there, no one knew of the Americani, and those who did were from a very niche 
circle and generation. For the first two years when we said Americani center no one knew 
it and it was a beautiful building, just like this one. This was the first school in Kuwait 
[Saud Al-Nasser Kuwaiti Diplomatic Institute] there was the Mubarakiya and 
AlSharqiya. This is the Sharqiya. And it’s renovated by the National Council for Culture, 
Arts, and Letters, now the diplomatic center uses them for office space but it’s a beautiful 
building- we could just use a theatre like Abdulhussain AbdulRidha or a hotel ballroom, 
but the idea is to revive buildings that have educational significance… if we ever find 
locations abroad, it needs to have some kind of cultural relevance. 

Wakim: Even the new cultural center didn’t feel… its just too elite-ish. We needed 
something that’s more cultural and more heartfelt to the people, something that adds to 
their identity.  

HIND: DOES THAT APPLY TO THE LOCATIONS YOU CHOOSE FOR 
WORKSHOPS AS WELL? 

Wakim: We try as much as we can. We have the diplomatic center, Sadu House as well, 
but we’ve also had workshops at Shaheed Park which also has some cultural significance. 
And throughout the year, not just during the conference, we partner with upcoming 
entities that can actually provide a space and we try to promote them as much as we can, 
so they’re part of the ecosystem that we tie up together.  
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Hessa: Like AlMakan, Reyada, Den Gallery, Sirdab Lab, its mixing our audiences with 
theirs so that we get a more diverse group. We’ve been planning for a while to have our 
own space, but its actually more convenient and fits what we’re doing to be more 
nomadic, we don’t have to have a community center.  

HIND: WHAT WOULD YOU CONSIDER TO BE THE MOST SUCCESSFUL 
ASPECTS OF NUQAT? 

Hessa: As results? Well one, I feel it brought a community together. And this is very 
important. Second, we’ve had case studies that we’ve followed, upon others that we 
didn’t follow, where there have been career switches, there have been collaborations and 
projects created, so it did serve as an incubator of thought and ideas. 

Wakim: Also it has created a specific ecosystem during the event, when you go to the  
outdoor area where all the kiosks and pop up shops that promote designers and the 
cultural tours that we do and the people that work with the…  

 

[Interrupted by conversation with passerby] 

 

HIND: SO MOVING ON TO CHALLENGES FACED WHEN ORGANIZING 
NUQAT, LEGAL, SOCIAL, FINANCIAL. 

Wakim: Success doesn’t taste sweet without all those challenges. 

Hessa: Okay challenges, in the beginning it was very hard, around 2010, to explain to 
sponsors what Nuqat was. It was a very new concept, when I would say ‘design 
conference’ [they would think] ‘What design? Who would come to a design conference? 
What am I getting in return?’ or they would remark that our topics were too complex, we 
should dumb them down it was ‘Visual Pollution in the Arab World’, what is there to 
dumb down? So that was an issue. Funding continues to be an issue, but we are slowly 
hoping to overcome that soon with prospects of investors.  

Wakim: But to compare sponsors from 2009 to the number of them we have now, its 
substantial. But there were a lot of cards that got played just to get the money. One, was 
showing this was an initiative by Kuwaiti youth. Two, Hessa and Sara are very well 
known and were able to leverage funding from those they knew. Three, we started 
assuming a more Arab identity as we held the conferences in Arabic and hopefully with 
our travels abroad now; it’ll continue to strengthen that. And also that it is an educational 
initiative. 

Hessa: But still the notion of activism is very linked to it, it is a form of activism that we 
are doing. 
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Wakim: Also we have logistical challenges like that of visa issuance for non-GCC 
nationalities and residents, that basically ¾ of the Arab population. That’s on one hand 
and another is suppliers, getting people who understand you and are able to give you the 
standard you are looking for. We don’t hire an events company, because none of them 
really got us, zero. 

Hessa: We tried.  

HIND: AND THAT WOULD RELIEVE YOU FROM ORGANIZING? 

Wakim: From a lot of work and focusing on content more. But we had to do the 
organizing ourselves, we use suppliers for the basic stuff, equipment, manpower.  

Hessa: One of our challenges is being able to switch hats, we all have our day jobs, so 
two full-time jobs. Raw Design for us is full-time, Gate House for Wakim is full-time, 
and during our day jobs its all integrated, we don’t have time allocated for Nuqat. 

Wakim: Actually its three hats, Raw design, Nuqat, and a social life.  

Hessa: Yeah, social life…like the first four, five years, Sara and I had no social life- at 
least in Kuwait. That social demand to be at all gatherings, we just couldn’t, all we would 
see is each other’s faces. That was more of a personal challenge.  

HIND: WAKIM WOULD YOU SAY YOUR JOB IS FLEXIBLE ENOUGH TO 
HANDLE NUQAT ON THE SIDE AS WELL? 

Wakim: When Nuqat first started I had my own company, which was a challenge of its 
own because I was between Beirut and Kuwait, with Nuqat, but then I closed my 
company, I took on a full-time job, which was challenge, and then I left to work in Saudi, 
which was also a challenge, until eventually, because of Nuqat I got my current job, 
which is an 8:00 a.m. – 3:00 p.m. job. So I had to consult my ‘wives’ [referring to Hessa 
and Sara] and they encouraged me to take it on, even though it was banking and I hate 
banking. So I moved from advertising to pure corporate financial banking. So it 
personally took a while for me to accept it. But its good that I get out by 3:00 and even 
between 8 and 3 I have lots of spare time. Because the job is not demanding, it’s a real 
estate investment bank. So ‘we’ decided to take this job, my actual wife and Hessa and 
Sara.  

Hessa: This is the interesting thing, that [Nuqat] is not just a project or side job, we’re all 
in agreement together [on its importance] so that’s nice. 

HIND: AND WAS NUQAT MANAGEABLE WITH WAKIM IN SAUDI OR BEIRUT? 

Wakim: It was hard, that’s why we’re in the current structure we’re in, until one day 
when we’re financially stable, hopefully that day is soon, then I’ll try to jump into Nuqat 
full-time, and Raw Design I imagine is already very intertwined. 
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HIND: AND SOCIAL CONCERNS ON THE SENTISTIVITY OF CULTURAL 
NORMS? 

Wakim: In terms of censorship and not being offensive to others? 

HIND: I KNOW YOU TRY TO MOVE AWAY FROM THESE ELITIST CIRCLES, 
BUT AT THE END OF THE DAY YOU DO SEE SOMETHING VERY 
OVERLAPPING ABOUT YOUR AUDIENCE, EVEN THOSE WHO TRAVEL IN 
FROM OTHER GCC COUNTRIES TEND TO BE FROM THAT KIND OF ‘IT’ 
GROUP.  

Hessa: It’s definitely an obstacle, we definitely have this image of being ‘chicken 
nuggets’ [Kuwaiti reference to Americanized, English-speakers], this is why we switched 
the language to Arabic, that was our first step. That’s how we tapped into a new 
audience, even while advertising, its bilingual. But we still have that barrier I feel. Like 
Saud AlSanousi [Kuwaiti writer] commented that we represent ourselves as foreigners, 
not just because of the language, but also the way we represent it, it has this international 
presence in terms of visual design. The fact that the talks are 20 minutes is very new to 
[how lectures are timed here]. When I told AlSanousi that his interview is 30 minutes, 
he’s was like ‘No’ and so we made it 45 minutes and it still went on for over an hour, 
without the Q and A. Because us Arabs are talkers, and all the very Arabic forums held 
by local groups are very long, without a fixed structure. And so our structure is very 
influenced by international organizations and so that image, really creates that gap [with 
other segments of society]. That what makes us really interested in something like 
HIKMA, where you aim into tapping to those on the outskirts of these kinds of scenes.  

Wakim: But there’s a good side to it too. Had we started Nuqat in Arabic from the get-go, 
we wouldn’t have been able to integrate Arabic as a ‘cool’ thing. Because the perception 
of something in Arabic was seen as ‘lesser’ so the timing in a way was right. All based on 
feedback we got. Even those that weren’t very fluent in Arabic, wanted the events to be 
held in Arabic, so that they could be inclined to improve their Arabic. And from there we 
kind of started seeing our audience change. And this year, I’d say the audience was pretty 
much diverse, in ages and backgrounds. Earlier, new face kind of got lost in the crowds. 

HIND: DO YOU THINK IT HAS TO DO WITH THE LIVE STREAMING? 

Hessa: I think its also choice of speakers. Like Saud AlSanousi and Buthayna AlEssa 
really have an audience that is very different than our [Arabic bookworms] so we’ve 
attracted Arabic-speaking intellectuals, by the choice of speakers. 

Wakim: Also, we approached from a marketing level, different government entities, 
when we sent out personal invites to them and even though some did not come, at least 
they saw an invite from Nuqat, it creates some sort of awareness.  

HIND: I DON’T KNOW IF THAT WAS DONE DELIBERATELY OR NOT, BUT 
WHEN SPEAKING TO YOUR AUDIENCE IN SPEECHES, YOU KIND OF REFER 
TO THEM AS THOUGH THEY ARE WITHIN THE CREATIVE INDUSTRY, IS 
THAT REALLY THE INTENTION? 
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Hessa: Yeah, because we’re really pushing for creativity is not exclusive to a certain kind 
of people, creativity is an innate human quality and everyone is part of the creative 
community and that, its giving them the sense that there is no separation between Nuqat 
as an organization and the attendees. Even our speakers, without us telling them, address 
our audience as ‘Nuqat’ if you’ve noticed. Most of the time they were addressing the 
community, so yeah its intentional. 

HIND: WHAT DO YOU THINK ARE THE MOTIVES FOR THE AUDIENCE THAT 
ATTENDS NUQAT? IS IT FOR THE LECTURES, ATMOSPHERE, NETWORKING? 

Wakim: Everyone kind of has their own motives, we’re conducting a survey right now to 
know exactly statistically.  

Hessa: I feel a lot of reasons, primarily because I feel people need stimulation, so we hear 
a lot of ‘we’ve been waiting for this all year’ because it stimulates their minds. Others are 
there for the social aspect I’m sure, you have others who are there to meet the speakers, 
like speaker fans.  

HIND: WHAT WOULD YOU SAY REGARDING THIS REPRESENTATION 
PEOPLE KIND OF ASSUME WHEN ATTENDING NUQAT? 

Wakim: I don’t feel they dress any different when attending Nuqat. There’s no 
competition, if you go to events like Art Dubai you can feel the competitiveness between 
the artists and those attending, they want that spotlight. Where as with Nuqat, the 
atmosphere is more at ease, everyone’s guard is down and they know no one is there to 
compete, but they’re there to inspire and collaborate. I think that’s that hidden energy that 
no one’s able to explain, the positive, and family kind of energy, it makes everyone 
emotional. 

Hessa: Realness… I feel everyone just dresses comfortably. 

HIND: HAVE DETAILS TO THE MOBILE CONFERENCE BEEN FINALIZED?  

Hessa: No, we just announced it to put it out there, it’s happening rather organically, and 
its planned to a certain extent but we also improvise. There’s a lot of going with the gut 
feeling, sometimes, even with how we choose our topics, there’s a lot of back and forth 
but it comes to what do we feel, what does our gut say. And then we agreed according to 
our gut. So we balance between logic and our sense. So for the future we put it out as a 
plan, we do have leads. But the conference served as a transmitter to our idea, now we’re 
waiting to receive. We’ve been receiving from the conference leads to 7 countries, 
potentially, we work on that potential, we work on the leads, instead of forcing ourselves 
somewhere.  

HIND: TO KIND OF WRAP THIS UP, WHAT ARE SOME MAJOR CHANGES 
WOULD YOU SAY THAT KIND OF NEED TO TAKE PLACE, FOR NOT ONLY 
THE CREATIVE ECONOMY TO FLOURISH, BUT FOR NUQAT TO EXPAND, 
THINGS LIKE POLICY CHANGES. 
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Hessa: Yeah, a lot of things. Firstly, bridging the gap between the current creative 
community and other sectors. The financial and investment sector need to have a better 
understanding of what the creative community has. Educate the financial and corporate 
sector about that and educate them on the potential of it, that’s a role we aim to take the 
lead in and creating a dialogue between both ends. Because we’ve been preaching to the 
converted for a while. Second, education reform is required to build graduates’ creative 
skills rather than becoming packaged for saturated markets. They need to graduate with a 
malleable understanding with what they’re good at and they form their own knowledge 
and understanding without having to follow a certain path. And the finally policy and 
legislation. 

Wakim: Policy eventually comes when change is perceived on a social level. 

Hessa: Yes also on a social level the perception of culture and art, the value of it, the 
perception of value of culture, art, and entertainment.  

Wakim: When you say culture, it shouldn’t mean museums, it means an actual way of 
thinking, when you say ‘that’s how the Japanese do it’ that’s culture. So it’s really the 
approach of the overall community and their perception of it.  

Hessa: And behaviors too.  

HIND: WHEN YOU SAY EDUCATION, IT IS REFERING TO AFTERSCHOOL 
PROGRAMS OR THE EDUCATION SYSTEM ITSELF.  

Hessa: Look, going to institutions that’s like that ultimate, but you cant change a system 
in a few years. 

Wakim: You cant tell them you’re doing your business the wrong way for the last 100 or 
so years all of the sudden.  

Hessa: Its starting with the workshops we’re doing and then we’re looking into doing 
more long term programs and then maybe after school activities, until we can start doing 
training of trainers, teaching teachers new teaching methods. The idea is to bring in 
teachers from government schools and teach them through a creative professional.  

 

* END OF INTERVIEW *
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